Year 4 Curriculum Summer Week 2
Throughout the week...

Daily Exercise

Question: Can kindness change the world?
Is it more important to be kind to yourself or to others, or is it of equal importance?
Activity: Do something kind for each person in your household including yourself! Give a
compliment or help someone with a job.
Keep active! Make sure you do something active each day. Maybe try the exercises here.

The Great Eight

The Great 8 are fun challenges suitable for the whole family. See below.

Wellbeing
‘Thought for the
day’

Here are the curriculum activities for the week. You can do in any order you choose.
Try to do these this week as next week’s activity will follow on in each subject.

Science

History

Geography

PE

RE

Art

Computing

Classifying animals and linking to their habitats
● Create a food chain using these living things: snail, fox, dandelion, bird, frog (start with
the producer). See an example of a food chain below.
● Sort the animals (in the resources) into mammals, reptiles, fish, birds, amphibians – use
definitions below to help you if needed.
● Draw and label 4 animals and write an explanation of how they are suited to their
habitat (where they live).
Investigating artefacts
● Look at the pictures of artefacts (see below) and think about what they might be and
what we can learn about Vikings from them.
● Use the questions written underneath the artefacts to help investigate and make
predictions about each artefact. Then use the answers (see Support below) to check if
your predictions were correct.
Where does food come from?
● Make a fruit salad with any fruits you have in the house (or watch Mrs Gulliver’s video of
her making a fruit salad).
● Investigate the ingredients by looking at their packaging/labelling and find out where
each item came from (see below or watch video).
● On an interactive World map - Mapchart – locate & label the country where each fruit
was grown. Watch guide to using MapChart here.
Jumping
● Investigate- the 5 different ways to take off & land. How many feet? Which feet? (Left
or right foot?)
● Explore-Which jump helps you jump the furthest?
● Create your own jump sequence by linking 3 of the jumps together e.g. hopscotchleap-hop. Which sequence helps you jump the furthest?
Journeys to Special Places
● Find out about the new Seven Wonders of the World.
● Draw a sketch of your favourite Wonder and explain why you would want to make a
journey there.
● Explore more about the New Seven Wonders of the World
Drawing Negative Space For this project you will be drawing what is not there!
● Pick a simple-shaped object with a clear outline and put it against a plain background
so you can see the outline clearly.
● Using charcoal, crayons, chalks or paint draw the area around the object, not the
object itself.
● Keep on filling in the space until you get near to the outline of the object and then use
a pencil and your colouring materials to shape and finish it.
Coding in Scratch Part 1.
● Scratch is a fun, block-based coding language.
● There are lots of tutorials to try on both the Scratch website and Code Club.
● If you are new to coding, watch the how-to videos for some guidance.
● Coding in Scratch with Code Club video and/or Introduction to Scratch video

Here are some fun challenges suitable for the whole family.

Summer Week 2
1. To talk about
2. To do

What to do
What you
need

Would you rather have wings or four legs? Why?
Master the Crow pose

Space
A soft surface
Compare your
own feet

3. To investigate

Are people’s left and right feet the same length?

4. To find out
more about

The fastest things on the planet

5. To design

A new logo for your school

6. To learn

7. To draw

Five or more bones of the human body

Your teacher

Compare the
feet of your
family
members
Ask someone in
your house or
research online

Ask someone in
your house or
research online
Draw from
memory
Use the school
website
Use a website.

8. To create

An origami animal

Be creative
and make your
own

Resources
Science: Food chains

Fish
●
●
●
●

Breathe underwater using gills
Lay eggs
Cold-blooded
Have scales and fins

Birds
● Have feathers and wings
● Lay eggs
● Warm-blooded
Reptiles
● Have scales, not fur
● Dry skin
● Usually lay eggs, sometimes live young
● Cold-blooded
Amphibians
● Live on land and in water
● Cold-blooded
● Webbed feet
● Moist skin
● Lay eggs
Mammals
● Gives birth to live young
● Has fur or hair
● Mammal mothers nurse young with milk
● Warm-blooded

History:

Geography:

Look at these example labels and packaging to help you find where each
ingredient was grown.

Art

When filling in the space around the
object, look for simple shapes that you
can see – circles, triangle, squares and
fill them in (see fig i)- this will help you to
create the right shape for your object.

Why not try using two objects
standing together? You could also
experiment with doing your artwork
using newspaper to draw/paint on.
It will need quite thick coats of
Always keep your mind on the shape of whatever colouring material you are
the space.
using (several coats of paint or chalk
for example) but will leave a striking
image with the object being
covered in newsprint.

As you get more confident why not
try objects with more detailing? A
houseplant or a vase of flowers for
example.?

PE

